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Helping Women Build Healthier Lives

Our Mission
Amethyst Women’s Addiction Centre offers alternative addiction services to women.
Amethyst is committed to working with diverse and marginalized groups of women. Our
aim is to support women, individually and together, to take control of factors affecting our
health and well-being.
Our Philosophy
Amethyst is grounded in the feminist belief that women’s experiences with alcohol, drugs,
and gambling cannot be separated from our experiences and status as women. We make
direct links between the unequal position of women in society, the various forms of
violence against women and substance use and/or problem gambling. A central task of
Amethyst is to help women take charge of their lives by ending substance use and/or
problem gambling and by making changes that enhance their strengths, their freedom
and their choices.
Our Vision
Amethyst aspires to equality and justice for all women. A health service concerned with
prevention as well as direct service, Amethyst works toward changing unjust social
structures that place women at risk of addiction. We address and communicate the
specific ways in which substance use and/or problem gambling affect women’s well-being
and why social change is necessary.

Telephone 613.563.0363 | TTY 613.563.2995 | Fax 613.565.2175
488 Wilbrod St. | Ottawa, Ontario | K1N 6M8
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Board of Directors
March 31, 2016
For more than 35 years Amethyst has been providing services to women in our
community. It is through the dedication of staff and volunteers, the funders,
and the resiliency of women that Amethyst continues to ensure its continued
success.
The Board of Amethyst is pleased to be working alongside staff to ensure
programs such as counselling for drug and alcohol dependency, gambling
problems, sexual abuse as well as health promotion and addiction prevention
workshops are offered in a welcoming, bilingual and supportive environment.
This past year has seen much change with Board members and we would like
to extend our thanks to departing Board members for their hard work and
commitment as well as extend a warm welcome to new Board members.
As a “Working Board” we sit on various committees and take part in
community events and fundraising initiatives. We are constantly reminded of
the effort and genuine engagement of staff members, of our values and of the
health of women. As we move forward into the future, Staff and Board will
consult and plan to ensure that Amethyst continues to provide our services in
the most effective, caring and efficient way with the resources we have.
We fundamentally believe that women play a vital role in our communities.
Women who come to Amethyst are on a journey of taking charge of their lives
and we are grateful to be part of enhancing a woman’s strength, freedom and
choices.
Francine Vachon
Chair
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Management Committee
Amethyst Women’s Addiction Centre served 679 women seeking counselling
for substance use and problem gambling issues in the year 2015-2016. The
women we see come from diverse backgrounds and all walks of life. Regardless
of their path, we are here to help them take control of their lives and of the
factors that are causing them to use substances as a way to cope.
We continue to deal with the challenge of uncertain economic times as our
funding remains the same while our Wait List continues to increase. Every day
women are seeking treatment and, unfortunately, we have to put them on the
Wait List.
We said goodbye to two women who were pillars of the Amethyst community.
One of the original founders of Amethyst, Sandi Harmer, retired this past
summer after 36 years. She was first a treatment counsellor and then the
Health Promotion Coordinator. Another staff member, Rose McDade, also
retired this past November after almost 15 years working as a treatment
counsellor on the English treatment team.
We welcome Elke Keating, a new treatment counsellor on the English
treatment team as well as Natasha Macleod, who is replacing Elise Harris while
she is on maternity leave. As well, we welcome a new treatment counsellor on
the Francophone treatment team, Patsy Morency.
One of our main goals as an agency in 2015 was to work on the French
Designation Plan in order to complete it by June 2017, as required by our
funder, the Champlain LHIN. The Francophone Advisory Committee members
have been hard at work to fulfill all the requirements of this endeavour.
In closing, I would like to take this opportunity to thank Amethyst’s hardworking Board of Directors for their outstanding work and continued support
as well as Management Committee members and Staff who did exceptional
work during this period. Finally, I would like to extend a big thank you to our
community members, donors and volunteers.
Carol Wu
Coordinator
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English Treatment Program
Gundel Lake, Nighat Ara, Elise Harris, Marlia Biggart, Natasha Macleod, Elke Keating
The English treatment team had another productive year in the face of many
challenges, including a high staff turnover. Rose McDade officially retired in
November 2015 after serving Amethyst for over 15 years. We thank her for her
valuable contribution to Amethyst and wish her a peaceful, happy retired life. Rose
will be staying on in some capacity as one of our relief staff and we are very grateful to
her. Elise Harris, our Sexual Abuse Support Program Coordinator, went on maternity
leave to welcome her first child. We hope that she is enjoying motherhood and
spending quality time with her baby and family.
To fulfill Rose’s and Elise’s positions, we welcomed two new counsellors to the English
team. Elke Keating joined us in January and will be taking over the Kanata satellite
office as well as working at our central downtown location the rest of the week.
Natasha Macleod was also hired in January and will be replacing Elise while she is on
leave. Both women bring with them a wealth of knowledge and expertise and varied
experiences that will allow our team to better serve our clients. Their new energy and
fresh ideas are already effecting palpable changes in the dynamics of the treatment
team. We feel very fortunate to have them on board with us.
Darlene Rowe has also ended her contract position as a counsellor but has chosen to
continue as a relief worker for the English team. We wish her all the best. Last but not
least, relief counsellor Eleanor Pritchard also retired this year after serving women at
Amethyst for many years. We thank her for all the good work she has done at
Amethyst.
In 2015, we revamped our intensive programs into two distinct phases to
accommodate the changing demographics of our clientele. We also started making
necessary changes to fit the expectations of the service users and funders. We strive to
be innovative in order to attract more clients for our Tuesday evening groups, which
are an integral part of our programming. We also offered art days several times
throughout the year. It has successfully generated renewed interest in creative
activities among clients.
Treatment team members are aware that we have to be proactive to prevent burn out
and compassion fatigue. We have four self-care days a year to rejuvenate our spirit in
this profession. However, it is ultimately the very nature of the work and philosophy of
Amethyst that makes our work so rewarding and fulfilling and that keeps us moving
forward, overcoming all the obstacles in our path. Thank you English treatment team
members for all your hard work.
Nighat Ara
Counsellor
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French Treatment Program
Linda Blot, Nadine Letang, Patsy Morency

This past year has been particularly busy for the Francophone Program.
Among major changes, we have welcomed a new counsellor, Patsy Morency,
who began her employment in July 2015.
We have also had a marked increase in the number of clients and, as a
result, our Tuesday evening group has grown in size.
The Francophone Program participated in the Carrefour Santé 2016, along
with our partners. We were there to highlight our Francophone services and
the event was very successful.
We have several projects coming up in 2016, including an 8-day intensive
program in October. We also plan to implement a mother-daughter
relationship workshop.
We also note that we have received an extension for our French designation,
which will allow us to get everything in order to become truly bilingual.
Linda Blot, MA
Substance use and problem gambling counsellor
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Health Promotion Program
The Health Promotion Program is one of the main components of our continuum of
care at Amethyst. While most of our programming revolves around helping women
who are struggling with substance use and problem gambling, we want to support all
women in Ottawa in their goal of becoming healthier, regardless of their relationship
to alcohol, drugs or gambling.

Overview of
our programs
Programs:
• Assertiveness
• Self-esteem
• Anxiety
• Dare to Self-Care
Centres:
• Rosemount Community Health
Centre
• Carlington Community Health
Centre
• Algonquin College
Participants: 74

Our focus for health promotion programming
is on addressing some of the issues that may
lead to substance use and problem gambling
- such as anxiety, self-esteem and the
importance of self-care - and is therefore
more geared towards prevention and
addressing mental health issues.
We offer workshops throughout the city,
mostly at community centres and women’s
centres, to groups of women who wish to
learn more about topics such as
assertiveness and reducing stress when
juggling multiple roles. Our partnerships
with community organizations is integral to
our survival as a community organization.
These partnerships allow us to reach a
wider network of women across Ottawa and
learn from and collaborate with other
mental health stakeholders in the region.

Despite funding shortfalls, we continue to
offer this program to as many women as
possible. We hope that we will be able to secure more permanent funding in the future
so that we can continue to provide much-needed support to women in the community.
Our health promotion programs are open to women from all walks of life and they do
not need to be a client of Amethyst to participate.
This year we have offered four programs to five different groups. For the second year
we have given a workshop at Algonquin College thanks to our Health Promotion
Facilitator Alison Rose, who has been developing a relationship with them. After the
six-week program titled “Dare to Self-Care”, many of the 20 young women who
participated decided to keep meeting and supporting each other through a Dare to
Self-Care club. We are very proud of the success this program has had at Algonquin
College.
In 2016 we are looking forward to welcoming a new Health Promotion Coordinator,
who will be succeeding Sandi Harmer, who retired after 36 years within the Amethyst
team. We wish Sandi a happy retirement and look forward to adding a new face to the
staff.
The Health Promotion team
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Problem Gambling Program
As a result of the quantity of gambling venues and opportunities in our area, the estimated
number of women who experience problems with gambling is significant. However, there
also still exists barriers to women accessing support. This trend is province wide and
agencies across Ontario have noticed that fewer women seek services for problem gambling
than do men. Therefore, Amethyst is committed to not only offering treatment services but
also education, awareness, and prevention work that aims to engage women and their
support networks. In this past year, we have continued to offer information and
presentations to various communities in Ottawa about problem gambling and the specific
ways in which it may impact women’s lives.
Our Treatment Program services remain with access to individual and group counselling,
as well as access to various other intensive workshops that seek to address the underlying
and associated issues of problem gambling. While most women choose to access individual
counselling only, many identify a women’s-only service as an important component of their
treatment plan.
We continue to engage in various networking and advocacy partnerships both within
Ottawa-Gatineau and in Ontario. These opportunities allow us to offer our knowledge and
expertise around the specific needs of women who struggle with problem gambling. In
particular, our Problem Gambling Coordinating Committee has been working with both
Casino du Lac Leamy and the Slots at Rideau Carleton to improve access to problem
gambling services in the area. We also continue to access various professional development
opportunities in order to increase our competency and capacity within this field.
Gundel Lake
Counsellor

Number of clients and visits per program
New Clients Served (French and English) - 443
Existing Clients (French and English) - 246
Substance Abuse Program Visits - 4,129
Problem Gambling Program Visits - 180
Intensive Treatment Program Participants - 13
Health Promotion and Awareness Visits - 2,312
Sexual Abuse Support Program - 2 groups of 11 women
Enriched Play Care Visits (women and children) - 80
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Early Childhood Development Program
The Early Childhood Development Program is offered in French and English.
This program aims to support women who are parenting and/or pregnant and
are experiencing substance abuse issues. Many come to Amethyst for support
with addictions and mental health.
The majority of these clients are referred by the Children’s Aid Society and
therefore the counsellors are often called upon to provide feedback regarding
the mother’s progress. The ECDP counsellors advocate on behalf of the client,
and strive to support the women in achieving healthier outcomes for their
children.
This year we continue to face an increase of pregnant women with mental
health issues. Often, assessing and referring these women for additional
support in the community is integral in the service plan. We continue to work
closely with our partners: Rideauwood Addiction and Family Services,
St. Mary’s Home, the Royal Ottawa, Wabano Centre for Aboriginal Health, The
Children’s Aid Society, Canadian Mental Health Association and the Montfort
Hospital.
Marlia Biggart, Counsellor

About Our Clients (stats taken at admission)
Clients
Alcohol/Drug
Alcohol/Drug/Gambling
Gambling

Language of Service
419 English
5
French
9
Other

Problem Substance
Identified
Alcohol
Tobacco
Cannabis
Cocaine
Crack
Prescription opiods
Benzodiazepines
Other (including
amphetamines and
other stimulants,overthe-counter codeine
preparations, heroin/
opium and ecstasy)

Legal Problems
326
103
4

Income Source
323
250
119
66
59
39
13
54

No
Yes
Unknown

394
39
0

Education

Employment
Employment insurance
Ontario Disability Support
Program
Disability insurance
Ontario Works
Retirement income
Other
None
Family support
Unknown
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163
11
76
39
83
21
13
6
20
1

No formal schooling
Some primary school
Primary school
Some secondary/high
school
Completed secondary or
high school
Some community college,
CEGEP technical college,
CE
Completed community
college, technical college,
CE
Some university
University degree completed

1
0
4
62
52
43
114
52
104

Sexual Abuse Support Program
The Sexual Abuse Support Program offers group counselling and some
individual support for women in the community who are in recovery from
problem gambling and/or substance abuse and who want to explore and heal
from experiences of sexual abuse. The group portion is comprised of both
therapeutic processing and psycho-educational information. In addition, the
program incorporates creative expression as an ongoing part of this healing
work. The program continues to be coordinated by Elise Harris and cofacilitated by Gundel Lake.
In the past year, because of fluctuations in demand for the traditional SASP
group, in addition to offering our regular 12-week program, we offered the 6week series of psycho-educational workshops on a variety of topics related to
healing from sexual violence (e.g. coping with the impacts, shame and selfesteem, healing, and sexuality). The 6-week workshop series was designed in a
way to be more accessible to women who are earlier on in their recovery and in
their work to heal from sexual abuse. This allows women an opportunity to
begin their healing journey without necessarily having to focus on the
emotional processing component of this recovery.
Both versions of this program continue to be well received by clients. They
regularly indicate that they feel less alone and isolated and are able to begin to
dispel some of their self-blame, guilt, and shame. Because there is a high
correlation between past experiences of sexual abuse and addiction, it is
imperative that comprehensive treatment options include the opportunity for
women to begin to address their histories of sexual violence. We feel incredibly
privileged to be able to provide women with a safe and supportive space to
invest in this difficult healing work.
Gundel Lake
Interim SASP Coordinator
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Community Relations
Amethyst continues to expand its engagement with other community
organizations in order to reach women who may benefit from our services. We
also strive to become a resource for organizations that wish to better support
their own clients and learn more about how they can support women who are
having substance use or problem gambling issues. Therefore, we often make
presentations to other service providers and develop partnerships with
individuals working at these organizations.
In addition, the Community Relations Coordinator, as well as other staff, sit on
several external committees that allow us to weigh in on pressing issues
regarding mental health and addiction services in the community and our staff
are able to provide a unique perspective as we are the only long-term treatment
women’s addiction centre in Ottawa.
Over the course of the year, we have participated in several awareness events to
provide more information and insights into women’s addiction, their causes
and their effects on women in our community.
We participated in Ottawa’s third annual Recovery Day in September where
dozens of community organizations and their supporters came and showed
their support for the recovery community and those living in or attempting
recovery.
In November we participated in the Take Back the Night march, which raises
awareness for violence against women, as well as the Shine the Light
movement during the month of November.
We took part once again in the comedy festival Cracking Up the Capital and
participated in its second Guinness World Record Attempt for most
snowpeople built in 1 hour at Lansdowne Park in January. This event was a
great way to connect with other mental health organizations in Ottawa and
raise awareness for these much-needed services.
Finally we had the opportunity to provide our expertise on the CBC radio show
All in a Day, for which host Alan Neal asked our counsellor Natasha Macleod
about how we can better support parenting women who are dealing with
substance use issues.
We would like to thank our partners and donors for their ongoing support,
without which we would not be able to offer the best care to our clients.
Geneviève Charest
Community Relations Coordinator
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Art Days at Amethyst
“Art enables us to lose ourselves and find ourselves at the same time.” T. Merton
In 2014-15, we have continued to offer regular Art Days as part of our
programming, and there continues to be significant demand by clients for
these kinds of experiences. While these days aren’t explicitly therapeutic in
nature, it is amazing to witness the healing that happens when women come
together and support one another in creative expression. Marlia Biggart and I
offered a variety of Art Days, from string art to multi-media self-portraits to
paper bead and jewellery making to pumpkin carving to paper Christmas trees
to weaving – we have had a really fun year.
Of course, Art Days wouldn’t be possible without the generosity of volunteers.
Many thanks to Dillon Black for their expertise with string art, as well as to the
staff from Wabi Sabi who generously donated a very thorough introduction to
weaving.
On the heels of our success with Christine Mockett and Karina Bergman
through Art Place, Christine and Karina generously donated their time and
energy to develop a funding proposal through the Ontario Arts Council so that
we could continue our partnership. We are very excited to work with these
amazing women again in order to offer a 12-week program, entitled “Stepping
Stones” which will focus on using concrete and hypertufa to create garden
containers, plaques, and stepping stones. As a final installation, the group will
be creating a garden path at Amethyst to represent the journey of recovery.
Gundel Lake
Counsellor
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Art Days
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Student Placements
Amethyst continues to connect with and benefit from ongoing partnerships
with local colleges and universities to provide opportunities to students who
are completing their studies. The primary way in which we partner is to offer
placements for students who want to learn more about supporting and
counselling people with addiction. As a result, we have had another busy year
with Sarah Murphy and Hannah Walt both completing their placements with
us.
Sarah completed her placement for her Masters of Social Work through
Carleton University and Hannah completed her fourth-year placement for her
Bachelors of Social Work at Carleton University. Both women have been
tremendous assets to the Amethyst community, and we have benefitted greatly
from their wisdom, experience, and warmth. In fact, both have been able to
stay on to provide group facilitation when needed.
As part of our ongoing commitment to learning and giving back to the
community, we sit on Carleton’s Field Education Committee. This Committee
provides feedback and recommendations to Carleton’s School of Social Work
about student placements and practicum issues. Given that we are a small,
community-based organization, our voice has been important on this
committee to ensure that the needs and issues of small organizations continue
to be heard.
Gundel Lake
Counsellor
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Outreach Volunteer Team
Our outreach volunteer service is an integral part of the Amethyst treatment program.
The team members represent the struggle and success of recovery work and they act
as role models to newcomers at Amethyst.
Women who have successfully completed our treatment program and are willing to
give back to the community often use this platform to support others in the early
stages of recovery. Lack of an appropriate support system is often identified as a
serious barrier in achieving and maintaining sobriety. One of the ways we counter this
is through this program. Each outreach volunteer member has learned and excelled in
appropriate social skills to offer effective support to women who are in a vulnerable
state of recovery. Our volunteers find that this type of work is mutually beneficial and
rewarding, and many of our graduates like to participate in it. However keeping the
balance of demand and service is quite challenging at times and it does ebb and flow.
We have recruited two new team members in 2015 and have a couple more waiting to
join us in the spring. We would like to thank all of our volunteers for their hard work
throughout the year. One of our volunteers, Jocelyn, had to take a leave to take care of
personal matters, and we wish her well. We offer our deepest condolences to Christine
who has lost her mom during Christmas break. We hope that you’ve been able to use
some recovery tools to help you through this very difficult time. Your commitment to
Amethyst is very much appreciated. Amethyst is lucky to have all of you who are
willing to help others despite the challenges in your personal life situations. We will
always offer you our support, compassion and understanding.
While we had to cancel some of our meetings this year due to bad weather, we
maintain contact with our volunteers through phone and email and ensure we
maintain our ongoing service and meet requests for volunteers. We are grateful to our
volunteers who are nice enough to accommodate this voluntary work despite their
busy schedule and frequent travels. We are looking forward to what we hope will be
another wonderful year and wish to further beef up the service to meet the current
demand.
Nighat Ara
Coordinator, Outreach Volunteer team
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